6. Created in the image of God, man is the crown of this created
order. List a few practical and moral implications to this reality.
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What is Man?
Introduction: HEBREWS 2:1-9; PSALM 8:1-9.
I. The ______________ of God is ______________________.
PSALM 8:1–2

A. ________________ itself
________________ the ______________ of God.

Personal Application
• How can you proclaim God’s majesty to others?

PSALM 19:1–3; MATTHEW 6:28–29; PSALM 97:6; JOHN 1:14;
EXODUS 15:4–7; LUKE 9:42–43; HEBREWS 1:3; ROMANS 1:19–20

B. ________ is a __________________
to the ________________ power of God.
ISAIAH 42:5–6; 1 TIMOTHY 6:13; ROMANS 4:17;
ACTS 17:24–25; PSALM 139:13–16

C. The ______________ of God will be ________________
by the ______________ manifestation of God’s power.
1 CORINTHIANS 1:27–29

II. The ____________________________ of man
is ____________________. PSALM 8:3-4
A. The __________________ of the ______________ universe
is ________________________________.
If you have never been born again, contact Pastor Keith
or a trusted Christian friend this week to find out how.
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B. A ____________ __________ __________ would seem
____________________ in the ____________.

III. The __________ of man is ______________________. PSALM 8:4–9
A. Man is the __________ of this ______________ __________.

3. Read PSALM 97:6. How can the observation of creation proclaim
character traits of God such as righteousness?

GENESIS 1:26; 1:27, 31

B. God designed ______ to have ________________
over this __________. GENESIS 1:26–28
C. God’s ______________ will be __________________
when He ________ ______ things __________. ROMANS 8:19–22
Conclusion: God’s ______________ will be ____________________
in ______ ______ __________! PHILIPPIANS 2:9–11

4. Read MATTHEW 21:15–16 where Jesus quoted from PSALM 8.
ain the si nifi an e of this s enario.

Study & Discussion Questions
. ook u the definition of majesty
and explain how it applies to God.

2. David was moved by the starry heavens to proclaim the majesty
of God. What things cause you to be in awe of God’s majesty?
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5. Atheistic philosopher Carl Sagan said,
There is no hint that help will come to save us.
Make a short list of “hints” that Sagan was missing.
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